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English borrowings in sports terminology 

 

Sports have a crucial role in people’s lives. People are beginning to pay more and more attention 

to a healthy lifestyle and sports. Thus, sports vocabulary makes up a vast and diverse layer of words in 

the modern Russian language. There are new sports, so more and more often we come across foreign 

words in this area. Nowadays, many English borrowings are used in the Russian language. All 

borrowed terms from the field of sports can be divided into the following groups: 

1. The name of sports (paintball, rugby, golf). 

2. The name of the athletes (diver, paintball player, fighter). 

3. The name of the sports equipment (skate, kite). 

4. The name of sportswear (boots, kimono). 

5. The name of the sports ground, its parts(court, foul line). 

6. The name of situations / positions in the game (strike, playoffs). 

7. The terms from the rules: the name of errors and violations (penalty, handicap). 

8. The name of movements, techniques (freestyle, hook). 

9. The name of the competition and its parts (motor rally, stop-style). 

10. The name of the drugs (anabolics, steroids, doping).[2] 

The number of English borrowings in sports vocabulary has always been very high. This is 

explained by the fact that England is homeland to most sports games and sports. Linguists call words 

that come from the English language Anglicisms. The younger generation very often uses foreign 

language sports vocabulary in everyday life. New names for youth sports, movements and directions 

have appeared over the past few years.  

Consider the most popular sports.  

Paintball 

Paintball (Eng. Paintball-a ball with paint.) is a sports team game in which players try to eliminate 

opponents by shooting each other with balls of coloured dye. The balls of dye (called "paintballs") are 

shot through a device called a paintball marker (or paintball gun).The marker consists of a marker 

itself, a gas and a capacity for balls feeder (eng. feeder), loader (eng. loader) and hopper (eng. hopper). 

Athletes are called paintball players. Special sportswear is jersey. [4] 

Football 

England is the birthplace of football, so football terminology originated in the UK. 

English football borrowings can be divided into the following groups: 

1. Names of sports: football; 

2. Names of athletes and staff: winger, inside, kicker, linesman, sweeper, striker, etc. 

3. Names of technical elements, movements, techniques, states and positions: pass, corner, 

dribbling; 

4. The names of errors, violations, penalties: penalty (penalty), foul. 

Football terms are formed: 

• from the basis of the word: out, back, boots, handicap, goal, inside, corner, coach, leader, match, 

pass, penalty, referee, standard, foul, forward; 

•using suffixing: wing + er, dribble + ing, press + ing, 

• using adding basis: out + side, line + man, over + time, off + side, time + out, foot + ball. 

• using addition and suffixing: out + side + er, goal + keep + er, play + make + er. 

• by adding the basics of words from different languages: anti-football (from the Greek anti 

(against) + English football) is an unfair game.[3] 

Frequently used borrowings include: 
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 Hat-trick is an occasion when a player scores three times in the same game, or when someone is 

successful at achieving something three times. [1] 

Penalty is a punishment, or the usual punishment, for doing something that is against a law. [1] 

Back is a football player who carries the ball from the line where the play starts. [4] 

Offside is in a position that is not allowed by the rules of the game, often in front of the ball. [1] 

Skateboarding 

Skateboarding is an action sport that involves riding and performing tricks using a skateboard 

(Eng. skateboard),in abbreviated form - skate, as well as a recreational activity, an art form, an 

entertainment industry job, and a method of transportation. A person riding a skateboard is a 

skateboarder, or skater. Skating styles: flatland, freestyle, nub skateboarding.[3] 
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